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TEACHER OF THE YEAR

Last fall the SGA instituted a new student policy, the selection of "Teacher of the Year." This past Monday at President Hunt's "Freebie" luncheon, the results were revealed and the trophies awarded. Due to strong support, two awards were given out. One to Mr. Carl Brown and the other to Mr. Williard Bolton. SGA President Frank Mayer made the presentations. Mr. Mayer went on to add that these awards are based strictly on the students selection. On one final note, Mr. Hunt saluted the work of the SGA and their policies on student feedback to the administration. The "Teacher of the Year" award was another example of that feedback.

SGA ELECTION UPCOMING

The SGA will hold elections on Jan. 31, 1972 in order to fill the vacancies now existing in the SGA Senate. Senators are needed from the following programs:

- Aviation Management
- Air Science
- Engineering and Math
- Airframe & Powerplant

Anyone who has been at ERAU for at least one trimester and has two full trimesters remaining is eligible in his or her respective program. Applications must be signed by twenty-five students and submitted to the SGA office by 12:00 noon on Wednesday Jan. 26th.

The election booths will be at the Student Center on the 31st from 9-12 noon and at the Academic Complex, Building A from 12:15 to 3:00pm.

In addition to the SGA elections, Senior Class Elections will also be held. The offices of President, Vice-President and Secretary are open for any Senior classman.

In both elections, no candidate may be on probation. So, for the best representation, make sure your vote counts!!

RUSH WEEK NEARS

"Rush Week" is that period set aside by the Inter-Fraternity Council of Embry-Riddle for the students to take a serious look at the Fraternities on campus. "Rush" gives all students the opportunity to visit Fraternity houses, meet the members, attend rush parties and other rush activities with out obligation. Each of the four social related Fraternities on campus will hold rush activities which begin on Jan 22 and conclude on Feb 4. Specific dates and locations will be posted by the individual fraternities in the student center and academic complex. These located within a two block area on the 400 and 500 block of Ridgewood Avenue. We sincerely hope you will take this opportunity to visit the various houses and learn what each fraternity has to offer. Again we would like to emphasize that there is no obligation to take a look.
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Once again the formidable presses are roiling and the Avion is back in business for another semester. First stop on our tour is a welcome to all new and returning students from the staff.

Before this fresh semester gets too old and history repeats itself, definite steps should be taken to secure Peabody Auditorium for this April's graduation ceremonies, as many can recall, last year's April festivities were held on the grass outside the Academic Complex. Student sentiment determined that Peabody was the desired place but by the time adequate steps were taken it was almost too late. Action should be taken now through your SGA representatives to alleviate the possibility of history repeating.

Please seem to fall on deaf ears, but in order to continue reading your favorite campus news, the Avion will need reporters and contributors. There was a definite murmur raised last week due to the absence of an Avion. There was no paper last week chiefly because of the lack of staff help. Should this trend of disinterest continue, the Avion may become an endangered species. If you have any talent with a pen what-so-ever, please drop by the Avion trailer or drop your name and box number in the mailroom.

1972 is an election year which merits our highest interest. The voluminous criticism which has been leveled at Mr. Nixon can now be atoned for but only if each student here registers. The 18 year old vote opened up a whole new realm of national apathy, proving that the youth of America really don't care. Yet in view of the seriousness of a Presidential election the polls should be backed. Get out and register. Florida is one of the Democratic Party's primary states. For this reason alone, we can get a first hand look at Mr. Nixon's challengers, Maine's Senator Muskie, Minnesota's Humphrey and New York City's Mayor Lindsay have already stopped here. In support of better government, why not get out and support a candidate?

The University has agreed to drop their lease on Building 22, which is the old multi windowed building that was used for the University gym, on the main road going to the airport. Jerry's Catering Service, who is going to renovate and outfit the building for us, has applied for a new lease so we can open our Beer tavern sometime, I hope, this trimester.

The University staff and administration is currently working on improving the pre-registration and registration process. They would like to have student input. If you have any points for improvement, feel free to drop a note by the SGA, and we will get all the ideas tied together and present them to the administration.

The Teacher of the Year Award was presented to Mr. Carl Brown & Mr. Williard Bolton. I want to thank all students for aiding in picking your teacher of the year. The presentation was greatly appreciated, and I feel it will aid greatly in creating student-instructor relationships.

FRANK A. MAYER
SGA PRESIDENT
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CANDIDATES CRITIQUE

by Hank Cothran

I have been asked to write an article on each Presidential hopeful. This article is supposed to be unbiased and I have never written that type of article before.

At last count I numbered the candidates, both declared and undeclared, at eighteen. In the Florida primary twelve Democrats and three Republicans are listed. This far only Ted Kennedy has indicated that he will not run in the Florida primary.

In the Republican party three people have announced candidacies; Pat Paulson, the comedic campaign is primarily antiwar, President Nixon is running as a moderate. He will spend the next four years working for a "generation of peace."

New Democrats to watch are Edmond Muskie, Maine, who is liberal, Hubert Humphrey, Minnesota, the state of the economy may well be an issue. How well Phase II works will determine how big an issue that is.

Two female candidates are campaigning hard. Both are liberals and both have young votes in 1968, will run as the American Independent Party ticket if he does not get the Democrat nomination.

Other Democratic hopefuls are Sam Yorty, the elusive mayor from California. Yorty is conservative. Vance Hartke, Indiana, is running, to give the people a choice. Wilbur Mills Arkansas, is just running. Shirley Chisolm is one of the major youth following. Fellow New Yorker Henry (Scoop) Jackson is a moderate. He says that his nomination, as a compromise candidate, is a sure thing.

President Nixon has effectively defused the Vietnam War, the economy may well be an issue. How well Phase II works will determine how big an issue that is.

The state of the economy may well be an issue. How well Phase II works will determine how big an issue that becomes. Poverty, old age cases, youth alienation, crime, drug abuse, welfare reform and unemployment will be some of the other major issues.

In future issues of the Avion I will try to present each major candidate to you. If you don't have the time or the inclination to learn who they are and what they stand for from other, probably more reliable, sources, perhaps we can help you find to your way of thinking.

LOOKING FOR WORK

We're looking for work. Some of you may remember from last tri our call for the Main Frame, a student magazine written and published by the students of Embry-Riddle. We had hoped to publish the book last tri, but events beyond our control prevented it. So the call this time is again for your work, we need it. If all goes as planned, the Main Frame will be sold on campus in early April.

For those of you who are not familiar with the Main Frame, it is a student publication written and published by students of Embry-Riddle containing art and literature work. The work ranges from essays, short stories, poems, pictures, photographs, drawings, paintings, etc., so if you do any work of this type we need it. I would like to do more than one type of work and that is you don't have to be a literature or art major to submit work, any and all students are the people we wish to hear from. So everyone, be you a throttle jockey, wrench bender or pencil pusher, we need your work.

You don't have to be a literature or art major to submit work.
Due to the great demand, for humor around here, the AVION is bringing back one of the funniest little people ever to walk the hallowed halls. All the way from Quantico, Va. we bring you the best of Gary Anderson. Until we can find a funnier substitute, Gary's old weekly column will adorn our pages once again.

"WHATEVER HAPPENED TO SHUFFLEBOARD"

By Gary Anderson, printed Feb. 6 and 13, 1970.

My friend Otto lives near the Sunnyside Home for the Aged with some other guys from Riddle. In the past four weeks they have had four parties at which they have been raided four times. This amazing raid to party ratio was brought about by the Sunnyside Home inmates who complained because the parties coincided with their Saturday night checker tournament. This led Otto and his friends to swear undying revenge upon the offending oldsters.

Knowing this you can understand my surprise when I learned that Otto and his friends were working as volunteer recreational staff members at the Sunnyside Home.

"Otto, how could you do something like this? Just last week you threatened to get even with these people?"

"Well, you know how it goes. I've never been one to hold a grudge."

"What kind of program do you have set up?"

"We've organized a touch football league."

"Touch football for 80 and 90 year old patients?"

"Sure, we figure the exercise is good for 'em. Look at your death statistics. A great majority of people that die are old people, and do you know why?"

"No."

"Because they don't get enough exercise. All they ever do is lay around with plasma bottles in their arms or walk on crutches."

"What do you intend to do about it?"

"Well, first of all there is waterskiing. See that old gentleman out there on the river now?"

"Yes, he just fell off his skis. Why haven't he let go of the rope?"

"Maybe it's the handcuffs that we put on."

"That boat isn't stopping. Why did you put handcuffs on him?"

"Because he can't swim and if the boat stops he'll drown."

"If he can't swim why did you make him waterski?"

"He didn't want to play in the cross tournament."

"What do you do with the patients who are too old to go outside?"

"We organize a coral snake hunt."

"How do they get out to hunt snakes?"

"They don't. We let the snakes loose in their rooms."

"Yesssssssssssssssssssssahh!!!"

"There's a lucky winner now!"

(Part 2)

Little known to some students on campus is the fact that many Embry-Riddle students have been doing good work here in Daytona Beach. Last week I wrote about Otto and his friends who help out at the old folks home: but there have been other instances of community spirit on the part of ERAU students.

For example, the Embry-Riddle Chapter of the Afro-American student union took a big step towards better relations last weekend when they donated five hundred sheets to the Daytona Beach Ku Klux Klan Ladies Auxiliary. The hard-working black students spent all day Saturday collecting the sheets from the "dangerous disease" wards of the various county hospitals.

Across town at the airport, a Sophomore was severely burned trying to put out a brush fire in a secluded field of Clyde-Morris. Since only trees and scrub brush were destroyed, police are still puzzled when the student describes it as a "grass fire."

But not least, after hearing that a gas station on Mason Avenue had been robbed six times in the past few weeks, Bryan Golly, a freshman, volunteered to guard the place after closing time.

You can Rent

American

Yankee Standard-$11/hr.
Club-$9/hr.

Beechcraft

Bonanza F33 Standard-$25/hr.
Club-$18/hr.
Bonanza N33 Standard-$13/hr.
Club-$25/hr.

Piper

Cherokee 140 Standard-$14/hr.
Club-$10/hr.
Apache Standard-$40/hr.
Club-$30/hr.

SPECIAL CLUB RATES initiation fee $10 per month dues

American Cessna 150
Standard-$12/hr.
Club-$8/hr.
Cessna 172
Standard-$16/hr.
Club-$11/hr.

Flight Examiner on staff Private Commerical Instrument Multi-Engine
D-18 PA-23
Now that the excitement of the holiday season is over, and all our New Year's resolutions have been broken, it's time to dig right into the school routine. On behalf of Sigma Phi Delta, I'd like to extend the invitation to have anyone interested in learning more about Sigma Phi Delta. If you have no wheels, just call 253-9374.

Alpha Eta Rho

First of all, on behalf of Alpha Eta Rho, I would like to welcome everyone back to school. Along with a new year and a new trimester, Alpha Eta Rho is adopting a new image. Alpha Eta Rho is on the way to being a truly professional organization. We had a good start at the end of last trimester with a great banquet at the Beef and Bottle. The speaker, and Guest of Honor, Grace Page, is a professional aerobatic pilot. The evening was such a huge success that we hope to have banquets periodically this trimester.

Delta Chi

Everyone made it back!! The only exception was Dennis Niendersma who decided to withdraw. A profound loss to our colony. Last week we had our pictures taken to be assembled in a fraternity composite picture. This gives future generations of Delta Chi's a visual record of who was in the fraternity in 1972. The softball team has formed and is undergoing some spring training now. If we can play softball half as well as we played football, it'll be another good year. Everybody preparing for spring rush? And as you may have noticed the soliciting table in the student center was done this year under the supervision of the I.F.C. And of course our biggest anticipated activity this year is the chartering banquet scheduled for March 10. Committee chairman Bob Argila is hard at work on that.

Conservate water. See ya next week.
Captain Hack Faes...President Parent Association...on campus to plan events for all ERAU Parents during the GRW Weekend...April 15 thru 17. There will certainly be plenty to do...and enough work to go around! He has pool parties, beach picnics, Disneyland Tour, Business Meeting and Annual banquet, plus a golf tournament squeezed into three days. Urge your students to have their parents visit us April 15 thru 17...all of the above is in addition to Dedication and Graduation! Busy weekend!

RADIO PROGRAM...ERAU has a five minute report every Saturday on WNDNB Radio at 9:30 am. If your department has something to say to the community stop by Development and we'll arrange a program for you. It can be anything of general interest. The time is available to the SGA, Fraternities, etc., just book it through Development.

TRANSPO BOOTH for ERAU at Dulles International Airport late in May is slowly taking shape. Sketches are coming off the drawing board and we think it will be a real eyecatcher. Over 400 large corporations will be displaying...over a million visitors are expected...so it's going to be a great spot to "sell" ERAU...our graduates ability to go to work immediately for industry, as well as recruiting new students. As envisioned at the moment the booth will include a video-tape cassette player, with a color-sound presentation, plenty of brochures and representatives from ERAU to answer questions. If you live in the Washington DC area plan on attending TRANSPO '72 at Dulles International Airport any time between May 27 and June 4th. Stop by the booth and say, "Hi, there"...
AIAA

The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics begins this trimester with a series of student workshops. The purpose of these workshops is to assist all students in finding jobs upon graduation from Embry-Riddle.

At our first meeting on Jan. 17, Mr. Steve Velano of Avco-Lycoming from Stratford, Connecticut will discuss different aspects of finding a job, from the resume to the interview. This includes what to look for in a job. Mr. Velano will be on campus the next day, Jan 18 recruiting Engineers who will graduate through June 1972. If you are interested your resumes should be prepared.

The second student workshop meeting will be held on Jan. 24 with Mr. James A. Ralph from IBM. He has been actively involved in the Cape Kennedy area helping unemployed workers find jobs. He has also helped Florida Institute of Technology. He has established the Brevard County Technical Talent Bank, which is a list of the technical people in the Cape Kennedy area in need of a job and helps find them a job.

The third workshop will be held on Jan 31, which several instructors will help students become more familiar with methods of approaching potential employers.

Each meeting will begin promptly at 7:30 pm on the date listed. These meetings will be open to the members of the AIAA only.

STUDENT INSURANCE

Attention ERAU students who subscribe to the student health insurance plan. This plan does not include coverage for flying accidents. If you are in a scheduled flight class in an ERAU airplane, you are covered under a blanket policy which ERAU has on its airplanes. However, if you rent a plane from ERAU or most of the other operators in the area, and are depending upon your student insurance, forget it, you are not covered. This was brought to my attention when two ERAU students, who crashed last year just prior to Christmas, informed the SGA office that they could not get coverage under their student insurance. I am working with members of the administration and the board of trustees to revise this policy and get flight coverage included and get some of the other loopholes out of this policy. I would like some comments from students as to troubles with the present policy, and most important if any student was denied coverage under this policy for injuries sustained in an aviation oriented accident.

I need the date of the accident, name of the student, explanation of the accident and the amount of medical bills not covered by insurance. Please submit your comments in writing to the SGA office as soon as possible. The two students injured last trimester both have bills in the thousands of dollars. It is ridiculous for a school that is almost entirely aviation oriented to have a student insurance policy which excluded aviation accidents. I hope to get this situation corrected in the near future, but I need the help of all students who subscribe to this policy.

David L. Bonifield
SGA Vice President

RESISTER TO VOTE

Register to vote in the upcoming election on Jan. 12, 1972 in the Student Center, 9:00 - 12:00.

If this is not convenient, you may register at the Volusia County Courthouse Annex, 440 S. Beach St., Daytona Beach, 252-0471.

You can register if:
1) you are a bonified resident of Florida
2) a resident of Florida
3) resident of county for 6 months
4) 18 years of age

DORM CONSTITUTES RESIDENCY

Please bring some sort of identification.

I.D. CARDS

All students, faculty and administrative personnel needing an ERAU I.D. card please come to the Housing Office on Thursday, 27 January from 8am to 5pm.

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED THE ARMY ROTC 2-YEAR PROGRAM??

This program affords the junior college graduate an opportunity to earn a commission as an Army Officer upon graduation from a four year college. To make a good thing better, you receive $100 per month as well as a draft deferment while in the program. Those who are interested are eligible to participate in the ROTC flight training during their senior year. You might also want to investigate the possibility of a two-year scholarship, which would pay all expenses except room and board.

ROTC trains you for leadership in civilian occupations as well as military. Be among the best!!

GO ARMY ROTC!! For further info, mail this ad to:

Third U.S. Army ROTC Instructor Group
Stetson University
Deland, Florida 32720

NAME

STREET ADDRESS

CITY ____ STATE ___ ZIP

STEP INTO YOUR FUTURE WITH THE ARMY ROTC TWO YEAR PROGRAM
STUDENT COURT PROCEDURES

Under the new Constitution which went into effect January, 1972, a Student Court has been established, composed of seven Justices to administer all internal judicial proceedings for the SGA. The court will hear cases involving violations of the Constitution and By-Laws, and will also convene as the Campus Traffic Court.

The following procedures have been established by the Court and will be followed in all of its sessions.

I. General Procedures:
A. The Chief Justice of the Student Court will act as presiding officer at all sessions. If the Chief Justice is unable to attend a session, those members of the Court present will designate one Justice to act as presiding officer.

B. The presiding officer shall not vote on any case except in the event of a tie.

C. Any person unable to attend Court himself may be represented by someone else or may submit a deposition as testimony. However, the decision of the Court shall be binding and no personal appeal will be granted.

D. Decisions of the Court will be referred to the Secretary of the SGA who will make findings known to all concerned parties.

II. Traffic Court
A. Traffic Court will convene each Tuesday evening at 6 PM in Building A of the academic complex.

B. Anyone wishing to contest a traffic ticket will be allowed five school days in which to sign the Court register which will be available in the SGA office at all times. A court date convenient to the defendant will be set at that time.

C. A minimum of four Justices will be present at each Traffic Court session.

D. Administrative action on traffic tickets shall refer to that action the Court deems necessary.

1. The Court shall impose a fine of from $5.00 to $10.00 as it deems necessary, refer violators to the Dean of Men.

E. Any person unable to attend Court himself may be represented by someone else or may submit a deposition as testimony. However, the decision of the Court shall be binding and no personal appeal will be granted.

III. Special Sessions
A. Special sessions shall be held for all cases within the jurisdiction of the Court other than traffic violations.

B. A minimum of five Justices will be present at each Special Session.

C. Any student, faculty or staff member, or member of the SGA may request a case be heard by the Court by filling a petition with the Secretary of the SGA. Forms will be provided in the SGA office for this purpose.

D. The Court will review all petitions and set hearing date for each case it decided to consider.

E. This form will be used to petition the Student Court and are available at the SGA office.

PETITION TO THE STUDENT COURT
Mail Box # Date: I , petition the
student Court to review this complaint against as he is in violation of ARTICLE VII, SECTION 1 of the Constitution or Bylaws of the Student Government Association.

NATURE OF COMPLAINT
Signature

Typing Class

There is now a typing class available for ERAU students, though the Adult High School Program at Mainland Senior High. Registration fee is $10.00 and textbook and supplies for less than $20.00. Classes will be held Tuesday and Thursday nights from 7 to 10 PM. Register anytime during the month of January, in the Adult High School office, which is the portable building in the north parking lot of Mainland Senior High. Semester starts January 31, 1972.

Embry-Riddle has been invited to send two delegations to Auburn University Feb. 3-5, to participate in a Mock U.N. A total of six students will be selected to go as representatives of the Russian and Albanian U.N. Delegations.

If you are interested in participating in this session give your name to Mr. Campbell or Mrs. Apperson not later than Monday, Jan. 24. Selections of the delegates will take place on that day.

Well Balanced
Whopper the free Whopper this week goes to Coke

Jock Kubica
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safety tips

Extracted from an article "MANHOOD vs SAFETY" by Clayton Mason, University of Southern California

One of the curious curses of our culture is the conclusion that anyone interested in his own safety is far too frightened to play the game well or give the job its fullest measure and should by sacked on the spot. This is a sad but realistic truth relating to Man's own appraisal of -- Manhood.

When it comes to being a man the average proud male cannot satisfy himself with buckling his biceps, or even by looking at his hands knowing that his seed has begotten.

Some secret spark of pride also directs that, should the occasion demand the Man will also be willing to conduct himself like an utter Boob, disregarding all precautions--expressed or implied--in the performance of almost anything that will prove he isn't a sissy. And some of the characters classed as Sissies, because they have at least a small regard for their own skins manage handsonely to survive, live to see another day, and in the process contribute magnificently to the total goal. This seems to be today's unsatisfactorily unmanly safety situation--be it flight safety, highway safety, or even something as relatively minimal as household safety.

No matter the game, the story has been essentially the same, We saw it in baseball, football, hockey, boxing--or the grimmest game of all--war.

Arthur wearing anything but a soft hat? What were they trying to prove? There are other stories and other examples and you can supply your own variations to the theme.

But the essence of it all is simply this: We can talk about safety as a good-for-ideal. But will we not even go through the motions of doing things safely unless they do not disturb our own ideas of what is Manly.

It also means that, unless we make some sweeping changes in our own thinking about safety and about its relationship--if at all--to manliness and all the business of being a Man, we will continue to have the same old disappointing safety statistics after year--in the air, on the highway, even in the home.

In the field of aviation safety, we can expect that the accident rate for junior fliers will continue high because they are "manly" young men who are trying to prove themselves. But the same rules may apply for those senior aviators in the "dangerous Forties" who are trying to re-prove their manhood all over again. We may show little improvement in the matter of safety until we re-evaluate Manhood--First of all, this must be a PERSONAL RE-EVALUATION.

Is a MAN the one who succeeds: "Full fly through this front or bust something trying" or the pilot who is willing to sit a spell, wait for the ugly weather front to pass and then gets up there to deliver the goods? It's a strange heritage which decrees we are Men only when we disregard caution. And all of the Safe-Flying, Safe-Driving and even Safe-Living campaigns in the world will be of little avail until we conclude that being Safe isn't being Sissy.

Looking For Work don't.
If you wish to find out more, please contact, John Foster ER box 4344 or Mr. Campbell Room 123, in Building A of the Academic Complex.

I would like to thank those who submitted work last tri and invite them to submit more. Submit all work to either John R. Foster Box 4344 or drop it by Mr. Campbell office Rm. 123.

The Redcoats never really got the idea. Indeed about 140 years later the French Polus and the British Tommy were again marching off to war wearing crimson hats and cloaks. Unlike so much as a change of uniform, they moved from the side walk cafes in Paris to the Front.

Resistance to hard hats and the protection they afforded was not necessarily a soldiers' of-the-line idea. Despite directives from superiors, local commanders resisted trading off the bravado of the bright and soft hat for the dull steel helmet. One British commander went so far as to declare that anyone in his command who wore a hard hat would be court-martialed on the spot for "cowardice in the face of the enemy."

It was just another case of a man trying to prove that he--as well as those in his command--weren't Sissies and could firmly establish their manliness just by flaunting safety!

One British commander went so far as to declare that anyone in his command who wore a hard hat would be court-martialed on the spot for "cowardice in the face of the enemy."

It was just another case of a man trying to prove that he--as well as those in his command--weren't Sissies and could firmly establish their manliness just by flaunting safety!

It was just another case of a man trying to prove that he--as well as those in his command--weren't Sissies and could firmly establish their manliness just by flaunting safety!

Lows and oak floors are a strang heritage which decrees we are Men only when we disregard caution. And all of the Safe-Flying, Safe-Driving and even Safe-Living campaigns in the world will be of little avail until we conclude that being Safe isn't being Sissy.

Looking For Work don't.
If you wish to find out more, please contact, John Foster ER box 4344 or Mr. Campbell Room 123, in Building A of the Academic Complex.

I would like to thank those who submitted work last tri and invite them to submit more. Submit all work to either John R. Foster Box 4344 or drop it by Mr. Campbell office Rm. 123.
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If you wish to find out more, please contact, John Foster ER box 4344 or Mr. Campbell Room 123, in Building A of the Academic Complex.

I would like to thank those who submitted work last tri and invite them to submit more. Submit all work to either John R. Foster Box 4344 or drop it by Mr. Campbell office Rm. 123.

I would like to thank those who submitted work last tri and invite them to submit more. Submit all work to either John R. Foster Box 4344 or drop it by Mr. Campbell office Rm. 123.
Spending his last six summers as a stunt driver for the thrill show, Tim began competing in club events last year and the Continental will be his first major race. A senior in mechanical engineering at the University of Florida, Tim has been helping to prepare the car and hopes to become a research and test driver when he graduates in June.

Joie Chitwood, three-time national dirt track champ and a regular Indianapolis 500 competitor of the roadster era, retired as an active driver nearly a decade ago. However, when his name returns to the track at the three-event Daytona 24, it will be on the 3.81 mile international road course in the form of his two sons.

Joie Chitwood, Jr., a 28-year-old stunt driver who has been racing for five years, will head the Tampa Florida team, handling the five-liter Camaro in both the Midnight GT Challenge race Saturday evening and the Daytona Continental Sunday. The younger Tim is slated to co-drive in the Continental, a six-hour endurance event counting toward the World Manufacturers’ Championship.

Their father, who spends most of his time managing his Chevrolet dealerships in Zephyrhills, Fla., will run the pit crew in the family effort. The retired veteran of more than 30 years in the auto thrill show business will always be remembered as the man who perfected the ramp to ramp jump and brought safety to the art of stunt driving.

The oldest of the Chitwood brothers, Joie Jr., began his racing career at Daytona five years ago and has accumulated considerable experience over the combination trioval/road course. He has competed in both ACCA and NASCAR competition and he recorded a fourth-place finish in the 1971 Florida Citrus 250.

The 22-year-old Tim is the least experienced of the Chitwood family, but he has gotten off to an early and promising start.

The Jets, as you recall, captured the title with a 6-0 defeat of the Bushmasters last December.

Paul Barry captain, received the award before his team and then the group got together for one last picture. Winners two years in a row the combination includes- Skip Stone Kcnt Roper, Tom Tindall, Dave Page, Paul Barry, Mike Shanholm, Pete Moier, Jim Hunter, Scott Marcelle, Bob Argila, Steve Carvalho, Bob Levins, Dennis Gerie, Mike Harvey, Bob Cramer, Larry Froede.

GRADUATION

It is requested that all students who anticipate fulfilling their graduation requirements prior to April 17, 1972 assemble in Room 108-110 on Thursday, Jan 27, at 12:30 PM. This meeting will be for the purpose of organizing the spring segment of the class of 1972 and determining certain procedures with respect to graduation. A 4 P students who will complete their course in Feb. 1972 and who do not desire to attend the graduation ceremonies in April need not attend this meeting. There will be rosters available at the meeting so that each individual may check his status with respect to graduation. Instructions about cap and gown procedures, announcements, and the time and place for graduation functions will be available at this meeting.
House for Rent - military family - 1329 Derbyshire Rd., Holly Hill - $200.00 per month plus $100.00 damage deposit. Three bedrooms, 2 full baths, lg. living room, family room, 2 car garage, laundry rm., drapes thru out, central heat and air, fenced yard, corner lot, ¼ block to elem. school, refri. and dryer. Phone 672-1464 ask for Mrs. Yardley.

FOR SALE - 1971 Toyota Corrola 1600, 9,000 miles like new with radio and heater; for details see Hazel Frazee in Vet's Affairs Office. After 5:00 call 253-9191.

ROOM FOR RENT - opening Jan. 31 near downtown, linens maid service, clean. Call Ken 252-4051, 1pm to 8pm M. W. F., Box 893.

WANTED: Experienced Mason to construct Bar-be-que for SGA. Contact Steve Barbour in SGA Office.

FOR SALE - 1969 TRG-yellow, 34,000 miles - excellent condition, $2300. Contact Dave 253-1294 or Box 121.

FOR SALE - 1971 Suzuki 125cc Road & off road Comb. 3000 miles, runs very good. Bill Peterson ERU Ext. 68 Evenings 767-7919.

FOR SALE - Honda 305, excellent condition - $350 - extra engine and parts or separate. Wayne - Box 14 or 767-5783.

FOR SALE - Columbia 26" Firls Three Speed Bicycle. Almost New. $40.00. Butch Sicotte, Box 358 or 253-8998.

FOR SALE - full size roll away bed-$20.00

Formica Table with 4 chairs $20.00

GE 12" Adventurer Black & White TV-$35.00 Excellent Condition. Call 677-8599

ERVWA

The Vet's wives held their first meeting after the holiday of Jan. 11. It was a very informal meeting at Lisa Wolfle's. Plans for a hay ride were discussed. The next meeting will be Jan. 26.

Young Republicans

The Y.R.'s would like to welcome all new and returning students back to ER for another term of text books and studies. We hope to have a number of activities that will be of interest and benifit to you.

This is "Election Year '72" and that means that in the area of politics this year will be an exciting one. This March there will be a Republican Convention in Daytona that our club will be active co-sponsors. We are also planning to have some speakers throughout the trimester.

If you would be interested in becoming involved in this years political activities, or perhaps meeting some people in the Daytona Beach area put a note with your name and ER Box number in ER box #1507.

WILKINSON AVIATION, INC.
NEW Smyrna BEACH AIRPORT
PHONE 428-6061

FLY OUR CHEROKEE 160c- IFR & Transponder equipped
AS LOW AS $13HR.

GET SHARP-FLY A TAILWHEEL A/C

FLY AT NEW SMYRNA BEACH AND AVOID TRAFFIC DELAYS - TWIN ENGINE APACHE AS LOW AS $29HR.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY EMBRY-RIDDLE ALUMNI

LET'S GO FLYING!

RENTALS: LOW CLUB RATES
AERONCA CHAMPS CHEROKEE 160
CESSNA 150 APACHE
PIPER COLTS

NO MINIMUM CHECKOUT TIME

NITE AND BAHAMAS FLIGHTS OK

ARMY ROTC

An Army officer will be on campus from 1-3, Jan. 20th, room 408, Building C to talk to anyone interested in the Army ROTC 2 or 4 year programs and scholarships. A short film will be shown on the two-year program which affords the student an opportunity to be commissioned as an Army officer upon graduation by participating in Army ROTC during the junior and senior year. Students who participate in the two-year program receive a monthly allowance of $100, tax free.
Please fill out the form which will be below and return to one of the Poll Boxes which will be distributed around campus by Monday next week. This Questionnaire consist of current issues, and gives you a chance to voice your opinion. This Poll is being held by The Southern Universities Student Government Association. If you have any opinions you wish to discuss, please fill out and return the questionnaire.

1. Do you favor President Nixon's proposed visit to the Peoples Republic of China? Yes No No Opinion

2. Do you favor membership in the United Nations for the Peoples Republic of China? Yes No No Opinion

3. Which of the following would you favor in a Republican presidential primary held today? (choose one only) Pete McCloskey No Richard Nixon Ronald Reagan

4. Which of the following would you favor in a Democratic presidential primary held today? (choose one only) Hubert Humphrey No Edward Kennedy Edmund Muskie John Lindsey

5. Should the Federal government assume a greater role in environmental pollution matters? Yes No No Opinion

6. Do you favor legalizing abortion for consenting patients? Yes No No Opinion

7. Do you favor relaxing pornography laws? Yes No No Opinion

8. Do you feel that the use of marijuana should be legalized? Yes No No Opinion

9. Have you ever smoked marijuana? Yes No No Opinion

10. Are you aware of the laws prohibiting the use and/or possession of marijuana and the penalties if found in violation? Yes No No Opinion

11. Do you approve of pre-marital sex? Yes No No Opinion

12. Have you ever engaged in pre-marital sexual relations? Yes No No Opinion

13. Do you agree with the Selective Service System's plans to abolish the draft? Yes No No Opinion

14. Do you support the idea of all-volunteer army? Yes No No Opinion

15. Do you agree with the recent court orders concerning integration and bussing to balance racial ratios in public schools? Yes No No Opinion

16. Do you feel that steps toward full integration are being uniformly enforced through the United States in the North as well as in the South? Yes No No Opinion

17. Do you agree with the premise that violence may be a legitimate means of agreement? Yes No No Opinion

18. Do you feel that Japan is a serious economic threat to the United States in the area of foreign markets? Yes No No Opinion

19. Do you agree with the present Administrations proposals to "bail out" Lockheed Corporation by means of a guaranteed Federal Loan? Yes No No Opinion

20. Do you support President's Nixon's proposal for a guaranteed annual income? Yes No No Opinion

21. Do you agree with recent attempts by Governor Reagan of California to put able welfare recipients to work on public projects? Yes No No Opinion

22. Would you support armed intervention on the part of the U.S. in the Arab-Israeli conflict? Yes No No Opinion

23. Now that 18 - 21 year olds can vote, if you are 18 have you registered? Yes No No Opinion

24. Do you attend services at church regularly (at least twice a month)? Yes No No Opinion

This space was left blank simply because we had nothing to put here!!!!!
Whose fault is it?
RUSH-SIGMA CHI- SPRING'72
Sigma Chi-International Social Fraternity
Rush Week - January 26, 27, 28 1972

Each trimester the Inter-Fraternity Conference establishes specific times for the individual fraternities to campaign and recruit new members. The designated Rush Week gives ALL students the opportunity to visit our fraternity house, talk to members and find out more about what we have to offer. Take advantage of this opportunity and feel free to stop by the Sig House. This week is set aside to inform students. All members of Sigma Chi will be glad to talk to you about our fraternity.

THURSDAY, Jan. 27: FORMAL SMOKER - 7:30-9:30 PM. Brief outline of general fraternity activities and program. Opportunity to visit our house and meet some members.

FRIDAY, Jan. 28: SPRING RUSH PARTY - 8:00 PM. Rushees are invited to bring wives or dates. Food and beverages provided.

If you are interested in pledging Sigma Chi or would like to know more about our fraternity, please feel free to contact us. The Sigma Chi House is located at 520 S. Ridgewood Ave. Visit the House or call 253-9386.

The men of Sigma Chi extend to you, during this Rush Week, an invitation to visit our fraternity. The members of the Sig Chapter here at Embry-Riddle are proud of our fraternity - its national strength, its alumni, its rich heritage and our position on this campus. A long and rich heritage in fraternal, collegiate and individual life has made Sigma Chi a giant in the greek world. Life Magazine called Sigma Chi "the most solid of all" greek fraternities. Sigma Chi is one of the largest fraternities in the United States.

The Eta Iota Chapter at Sigma Chi here at Embry Riddle is the fastest growing fraternity on campus. We are the most recent charter member of the Sigma Chi national system. Sigma Chi has 154 chapters at major universities. Visiting privileges at these chapters is one of the many benefits of membership in Sigma Chi.

The Sigma Chi House is the finest fraternity house on campus. Each of the twenty-one brothers residing in the house has an individual private room. Recently, we have added complete new kitchen facilities. A fine swimming pool also complements the House. Rooms are available for rushees.

The Sigma Chi chapter has been active in several school and community projects this past year, and hope to increase our activity. We participate in all intramural and interfraternity athletics and activities. Sigma Chi has sponsored some of the finest social events on campus. Members of Sigma Chi rank high in academic standing, and are involved in many facets of campus leadership. Sigma Chi is playing an important role in the growth of Embry Riddle and is at the center of campus activity.

Membership in a fraternity adds a new dimension to college life. Fraternity involvement can provide important experience for you as an individual. The fraternity way of life develops leadership qualities and ideals and motivates its members. Sigma Chi is a blend of individuals of different temperaments, talents, and convictions working for a mutual purpose under common ideals. Sigma Chi encourages individuality yet is a strong fellowship. Sigma Chi is an important social outlet enabling you to meet new people, get to know your fellow students, and work with a variety of interesting people.

Sigma Chi can make a tremendous difference in your college experience here at Embry Riddle! We, the men of Sigma Chi, urge you to find out what the difference can be. Please, come over and see us!

Sincerely,
Lawrence M. Sweeney
Lawrence M. Sweeney
Rush Chairman.
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Rush Party - Jan 22
8 pm 519 S. Ridgewood Ave.
All Engineering Students Welcome
Go With a Winner in Greek Week Champs 1971!
If you need a ride call 252-9374
Free beer & good time
No obligations
The Oldest Frat on Campus
Sigma Phi Delta
A Social Professional Engineering Fraternity

The English Department will be doing away with traditional letter grading, using instead various belittling descriptions!

If you want a grade change, Miss - don't threaten me! Bribe me!
The opinions expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of the University or all members of the Student Body, nor do letters appearing in the AVION necessarily reflect the opinion of this newspaper.

The AVION is a weekly publication for Embry-Riddle students partially financed by the Students' Activity Fee through the Student Government Association. Articles may be submitted to the AVION for publication by the administration, the faculty and student body. The AVION deadline is every Monday afternoon at 4:00 P.M. Please mark all items AVION, and deposit in the basket in the trailer, the suggestion boxes, or ERAU Box 1568.